
Arubans, Americans and Dutch can now connect at “Singles Aruba” 

 

 
This February 14th, how many will find themselves without a valentine with which to cuddle and snuggle 

over a romantic dinner? It may be too late for this year, but if you are unattached and don’t want to stay that 

way, or just went to meet people of like interests and make friends, then Singles Aruba will interest you. 

Founders Angelina and Marcel have created the place for people to connect, and not only on the internet, 

but also with real live singles’ events that will assist you in finding that special someone, or developing a 

circle of friends and improving your social life.   

Marcel and Angelina are happily connected themselves, and not to each other, but they have listened to the 

laments of their many single friends in finding someone in Aruba, which is home to 10,000 single people! 

Surely, they thought, amongst such numbers there must be two people that have the special mojo, but why 

only limit it to singles in Aruba? Many island visitors would like to meet and get to know someone from 

Aruba before they arrive, or to stay in touch afterwards, or perhaps expatriated Arubans living in Holland 

or the States would like to reconnect with their childhood friends.  

The website they have created,” Singles Aruba,” offering friendship and more is launching the “meeting 

place” on the net for Aruba’s unattached of all ages, in a moderated environment that will not permit 

inappropriate material. Valentine’s Day would appear to be the perfect moment to launch such a site, and 

so it is now officially available to sign up at http://www.thesingles-company.com/dating/ The site is in 

English, but it will also be in Dutch and Papiamento eventually.  

There will be a moderate monthly fee for membership, with discounts for taking quarterly, semi-annual and 

annual memberships, but until the end of March, registration is absolutely free! The first 100 people to sign 

up will be eligible to win a “blind date” on a romantic sunset sail on the Jolly Pirates schooner. One male 

and one female will be chosen from the first 100 to receive a two-hour cruise with all drinks included, 

enjoyable enough as is and perhaps more so if they find the Aruban sunset will work its special magic! 

“Singles Aruba” authors Angelina and Marcel also plan to offer similar special promotions throughout the 

year and organize a number of exciting live events where singles can meet and mingle. When choosing to 

continue with membership, individuals can pay online with Paypal, or in person at the Cyberzone Café in 

the Seaport Marketplace. It may be a little too late for this Valentine’s Day, but there is always next year, 

and perhaps you will find your special valentine at Singles Aruba! 

 

 

 

 


